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security with style

SECURITY WITH STYLE
Introducing the first real alternative to security keypad design in decades—
TM

the revolutionary new Clear Touch. From its sleek glass form, to an intuitive, user-friendly interface, Clear Touch blends design and usability to
take a leap forward in keypad innovation. Easy to use and rich in security features, Clear Touch delivers the same value you have come to
expect from our security technology—and it delivers with style.
SECURITY IN A WHOLE NEW LIGHT
No longer must a beautiful décor be compromised by a dated,
clunky keypad. When touched, the Clear Touch screen activates its cool blue glow. In the event of an alarm, Clear Touch
transforms to a brilliant red, visually notifying users that the
system is in alarm. Instant visual notification provides added
security to systems when audible notification has been purposely silenced.
The glass Clear TouchTM keypad
is easy to see, easy to use,
and of course, easy on the eyes.

THE STRONG SILENT TYPE
Most security systems shut down as soon as you’ve
silenced the alarm, making unarmed areas vulnerable to second-wave intrusion. But not Clear Touch.
To ensure ongoing security monitoring after your
system goes into alarm, Clear Touch automatically
silences the alarm without disarming the system –
prompting the user to cancel or verify the alarm.
The glass Clear Touch keypad
changes from blue to red
during an alarm. Distinct
sound patterns indicate alarm
type, providing users with an
audible as well as visual alert.

A L A R M I N G LY S I M P L E
A good alarm system shouldn’t require a degree or
textbook to comprehend. Instead, arming or disarming is fast and easy with Clear Touch. Thanks to convenient shortcut keys and user-friendly icons, users can
send Panic, Emergency or Fire alarms to the monitoring
station with one-button simplicity. Easy-to-use menus
eliminate searching through complex commands and instant-

ly put you in touch with system status and arming levels. And
versatile user controls conveniently allow the user to adjust backlighting brightness, speaker tone, and volume. Because Clear Touch is
designed for easy operation, it is the ideal solution for any home or office.

Clear Touch is designed with children, parents and
grandparents in mind – so it’s easy to use. Instead
of demanding a complex series of keystrokes, simple
menus guide users through system operation.

MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE
The revolutionary Cancel-Verify command allows users to instantly notify
the central station that an alarm is a true emergency, and enables the central station to dispatch immediately, without the need to call and verify
the alarm. And it only gets better with the Home-Sleep-Away feature
that arms specific areas of the property with one-touch command.
And Clear Touch is so smart, it can display messages in
more than one language!

QUALITY ASSURED
Clear Touch is backward & forward compatible so you can
upgrade or expand your existing system with new components
without paying for a new system. When you want to take advantage of new features, you can build on what you already have.
And to ensure reliability, Clear Touch is made, tested and
quality inspected in the USA.
With instant panic keys, exclusive
Cancel-Verify feature, and
Home-Sleep-Away arming, Clear
Touch is today’s most
intuitive keypad.

User-friendly, intuitive interface

Sleek, sophisticated design

32-Character display

Cancel-Verify feature

Durable, easy-to-clean,
easy-to-see glass screen

Turns red in alarm state to
visually indicate an alarm

Available in white, black,
and platinum housing
Backward and forward
compatible to complement
existing and future upgrades
Instant notification to central station
via panic icons (optional)
User-enabled brightness control

Multi-lingual display
Actual dimensions:
6.9”x4.75”x1.4”

Some features are not available with all systems. Some features are optional. Please discuss this and other
options with your local authorized dealer. For full disclosure of DMP products and approval listings: www.dmp.com
LT-0947

